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SKGF CLIENT PARKERVISION RANKED AS TOP TEN INNOVATOR
BY THE PATENT BOARD
WASHINGTON, DC – Sterne, Kessler, Goldstein & Fox P.L.L.C., an intellectual property law firm in
Washington, DC, is pleased to announce that on March 25, 2008, longtime client ParkerVision was
included in The Patent Board’s top ten list of telecom and communications industry companies based on
the strength of its intellectual property portfolio.

The Patent Board's findings were published in the March 25, 2008 Telecom & Communications Industry
Patent Scorecard, Money & Investing Section of The Wall Street Journal. The Patent Scorecard is a
quarterly assessment of patent activity and is primarily ranked by a combined measure of the quality and
quantity of the company's patent portfolio. Other companies included in the top ten were Cisco, AT&T,
Nokia, Motorola, Qualcomm, Samsung and Nortel. ParkerVision led all firms by a wide margin in the
criteria of Science Strength™, which is the measure of how much a company uses core science in
building its patent portfolio, and Industry Impact™, which is a quantification of how influential a
company's patent portfolio is on the development of technologies in other companies.

Commenting on the Scorecard results, Michael Lee, Director of Sterne, Kessler, Goldstein & Fox, said,
"Having represented ParkerVision since 1998 in intellectual property matters, including the strategic
development of its worldwide patent portfolio, we at SKGF congratulate ParkerVision on this notable
achievement."

A copy of the press release issued by the Patent Board can be found through the following link to the
ParkerVision web site: http://www.parkervision.com/press_room/links/PatentBoard_0308.php.

Sterne, Kessler, Goldstein & Fox P.L.L.C. - Strategists and Advisors specializing in the protection, transfer and enforcement of
Intellectual Property Rights. Founded in 1978 and based in Washington, DC, the firm has over 100 patent attorneys, agents
and technical specialists representing a broad range of clients, including emerging and established companies, venture capital
firms, universities and select individuals.
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